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ABSTRACT
Some aspects of word relations are inspired from patterns of word co-occurrences. From this point, we conduct
an analytical study on one type of these patterns, which is the AND conjunctive phrases, that exist in the holy
Quran. First, we propose a set of AND conjunctive patterns in order to extract the conjunctive phrases from the
Quranic Arabic Corpus, which we convert to Arabic script. Then, we analyze the order of the two words that
form the conjunctive phrase. We report three different cases: words that have occurred in a specific order in the
conjunctive phrase and repeated only once in the Quran, words that have occurred in a specific order in the
conjunctive phrase and repeated many times in the Quran, and words that have occurred in two different orders
in the conjunctive phrase and repeated one/many time(s) in the holy Quran. Finally, we show that different
word orders in the conjunctive phrase yield different contextual meanings and association values between the
combined words.
Keywords: word co-occurrence, text mining, pattern, association relations, Quranic Arabic Corpus,
Quran
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Text mining concept can be defined as "the analysis of observational textual data sets to find un-suspected
relationships and to summarize the text in novel ways that are both understandable and useful to the users" [1].
Word co-occurrences are considered as one of the most powerful text mining approaches that is used to extract
statistical and associational relationships from textual documents [2]. Generally, two words co-occur if they are
observed together in a given unit of text. However, the unit of text can be a window of a fixed number of words,
or a sentence, or a group of sentences that may form a small paragraph or a document. Moreover, different text
mining methods have been developed and applied in different fields such as information retrieval, which is
widely used to answer queries like the case in search engines [3]. In addition, various ontology-based
information extraction systems are also based on such methods either to extract keywords from a specific
domain or to find the relationships among them [4].
Text mining and natural language processing methods are highly cooperated to extract information from text
where such information is presented in an unstructured format that is not immediately suitable for automatic
analysis by a computer. Applying text mining techniques, supported by machine learning methods, can play a
significant role to extract useful information which provides potential benefits for a lot of applications such as
text categorization, concept/entity extraction, and entity relation modeling.
On the other hand, researchers are also starting to exploit the text mining approaches to extract knowledge from
sacred texts such as the holy Quran and the Bible in order to get better understanding of the Islamic and
Christian religions [5]. Nevertheless, there is a lack in these approaches that deal with texts written in Arabic
script due, for example, to the nature of Arabic writing, the semantic ambiguity of words, and the shortage in
resources and tools that support Arabic [6]. For Quran mining, previous studies aim to achieve the purpose of
understanding Quran as a source of knowledge and extracting useful information automatically. Therefore,
Quran can be presented to the world and exploited very efficiently in many scientific, linguistic, and religious
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applications. Although few studies have been conducted in the literature on Arabic text mining [7, 8, 9], only
very few mined Quranic Arabic text. Currently, the existing approaches to mine Quran are divided into
computational and statistical methods, where statistics are used to extract information from Quran such as word
co-occurrence, Quran concordance, and verses similarity [10, 11], and morphological and syntactical methods
where Quran is analyzed to extract lexical and semantic information, or to construct a knowledge representation
model such as ontologies and treebanks [12, 13].
In this paper, we conduct an analytical study that aims at mining the Arabic text of the holy Quran. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no research study that analyzed this sacred text the way it is done in this paper. The
main contribution of this paper is that, we combine statistical and grammatical methods to mine Quran. First, we
exploit an efficient Arabic tool, which is AND conjunction, to extract the co-occurred words that are combined
by AND conjunction and hence represent conjunctive phrases. Second, we propose a set of patterns that are used
to extract the whole set of co-occurred words combined by AND. Moreover, we demonstrate various cases of
the words that take different positions/orders in the conjunctive phrase. In particular, we show that different
orders of one word yield different meanings and association measures. This study presents a novel approach
since none of the existing methods illustrated the order concept of co-occurred words or even provided statistics
about the different positions/ orders that co-occurred words had taken in Quran. Finally, we measure the value
of the association relationship between the two co-occurred words in the conjunctive phrase using Pointwise
Mutual Information method (PMI) and the Sketch Engine tool function (Word Sketch Difference). These basic
analyses can be exploited very efficiently to build Quranic ontologies by extracting semantic relations from the
holy Quran and assigning precise properties and restrictions to them [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the previous work. Corpus preprocessing is
introduced in Section 3 and conjunctive patterns extraction is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
analysis of word order in the conjunctive phrase. Finally, a conclusion is presented in Section 6.
2.0 PREVIOUS WORK
The concept of text mining is becoming increasingly popular. Therefore, many studies are carried out to show
the different methods used to analyze and extract knowledge from textual data. A study was conducted by
Momtazi et al. where they proposed a term clustering algorithm to retrieve sentences from a corpus [15]. This
algorithm is based on assigning similar terms to the same clusters based on their tendency to co-occur in similar
contexts. Also, they compared four different methods for estimating word co-occurrence frequencies from two
different corpora and discussed their effects on the system performance. In addition, Islam and Inkpen proposed
a corpus-based method for calculating the semantic similarity of pair of words [16]. They used Point-wise
Mutual Information (PMI) to measure the common words in the context of the two target words and exploit
these PMI values to calculate the relative semantic similarity. The results were evaluated using four different
corpora. Furthermore, Gomaa and Fahmy discussed three different methods of text similarity: String-based,
Corpus-based, and Knowledge-based similarities [17]. A hybrid of these approaches was presented and useful
similarity packages were mentioned.
For Arabic text, little has been written about text mining due to the nature of Arabic script [18]. One work was
conducted by Alrabiah et. al where they performed two empirical studies by applying a number of probabilistic
distributional semantic models to automatically identify lexical collocations [19]. They tested the performance
of eight different association measures on the holy Quran in the first study, and they constructed a Classical
Arabic corpus to be used in the second study. Their experiments showed that MI.log_freq association measure
achieved the best results in extracting the collocations whereas mutual information association measure
achieved the worst results. Another approach was presented by Attia et. al to design and implement an Arabic
lexical semantics Language Resource (LR) that enables the retrieval of the possible senses of any given Arabic
word at a high coverage [20]. Instead of tying full Arabic words to their possible senses, they related
morphologically and POS-tags constrained Arabic lexical compounds to a predefined limited set of semantic
fields across which the standard semantic relations are defined and hence the possible senses of the desired
Arabic word are retrieved.
A different method was introduced by Thabtah et. al to classify Arabic documents, specifically the published
Corpus of Contemporary Arabic (CCA), using four classification learning algorithms: Decision trees (C4.5),
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Hybrid (PART), Rule Induction (RIPPER), and Simple Rule (OneRule) [21]. They used WEKA, the open
business intelligence tool, to evaluate the performance of these algorithms and they found that C4.5 is the most
applicable algorithm to Arabic text classification in terms of error-rate, precision, and recall. Moreover, AlYahya et al. developed Badea system in order to enrich the ontological lexicon of Arabic language [22]. Badea
was built semi-automatically to extract lexical relations specifically antonyms using a pattern-based approach.
The method used an ontology of “seed” pairs of antonyms to facilitate the extraction of lexico-syntactic patterns
in which the pairs occur. These patterns are then used to find new antonym pairs in a set of Arabic language
corpora. The results showed important findings on the reliability of patterns in extracting antonyms for Arabic.
On the other side, Quran mining occupies a large area in text mining although very few approaches have been
developed for Quranic Arabic due to the depth of knowledge needed in this field and the challenges related to
Arabic script. A research study was conducted by Safeena and Kammani to review Qur’anic computation
methods in term of research and application [23]. The work surveyed the development of Quranic computation
using a literature review and classification of journal articles, conference proceedings and dissertations from
1997 to 2011. This study also covered general Arabic besides Quranic Arabic and helped to facilitate the
understanding of Quranic text. Hamam et al. created an illustrative graphic-based tool which helps Quran
experts to easily mine Quran [24]. This platform not only links one chapter to another chapter, or one verse to
another verse through words, but also connects chapters and verses together through concepts and dependencies.
Also, it provides expert users the ability to add new aspects and their dependencies to a shared database.
A different approach was presented by Al-Kabi et al. to classify the verses of Al-Fatiha and Yaseen chapters
automatically [11]. The classifier normalizes the verses in the first step then applies the score function to
categorize each verse to the class for which it has the highest score value. The accuracy rate reached 91%
although it can be improved using a full corpus of the holy Quran and a better stemmer. Furthermore, Siddiqui
et al. proposed a Probabilistic Topic Model method to discover the thematic structure of the holy Quran [25].
First, they applied a number of preprocessing steps to the Arabic Quranic chapters (Surahs) in order to obtain
the final set of features from the raw text in those documents. Then, they used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) algorithm which was run with different values of the input parameters to identify topics at different
levels of granularity. Finally, the topics contained in each surah along with the most important terms that
defined those topics were extracted.
In addition, Sharaf and Atwell presented QurAna, a large corpus created from the holy Quran, and more than
24000 pronouns were tagged with their antecedence information [26]. These antecedents were maintained as an
ontological list of concepts which improves information systems performance. Finally, some useful applications
that can exploit this corpus were mentioned. The same authors proposed a different corpus QurSim where
semantically similar or related verses of the Arabic Quran were linked together [27]. A total set of 7600 pairs of
related verses were included in the corpus with different relatedness degree. Moreover, the authors provided an
online query page to demonstrate, for a given verse, a network of all direct and indirect related verses. Some
useful applications of this corpus were also mentioned. Abbas exploited an existing index of Quranic topics
from a scholarly source: Tafsir of Ibn Kathir, to develop Qurani which is a search tool that looks for concepts in
the holy Quran and provides English translations for the verses containing these concepts [28].
An efficient framework for modelling and retrieving knowledge from different sources primarily related to the
holy Quran and scholarly texts was developed by Ul Ain and Basharat [29]. The documents were annotated
using the domain ontology and the system employed semantic web, information extraction, and natural language
processing techniques so users can query that filtered and concise knowledge using a semantic based intelligent
search engine. The Quranic Arabic Corpus (QAC) is another linguistic and religious resource which was
initiated by Dukes et al. in order to enable further analysis of the Quran [30]. The authors relied on the Arabic
traditional grammar to provide multiple layers of Quran annotation including part-of-speech tagging,
morphological segmentation, and syntactic analysis. Besides that, they presented a new online supervised
collaboration approach to linguistic annotation of Quranic Arabic which passes through automatic rule-based
tagging, initial manual verification, and online supervised collaborative proofreading to ensure a high quality
resource.
In the proposed work, the framework for conducting the analytical study on Quran was built in three distinct
phases that include corpus preprocessing, conjunctive patterns extraction, and analyzing the order of words in
the conjunctive phrase. The following sections discuss these phases in detail.
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3.0 CORPUS PREPROCESSING
Quranic Arabic Corpus (Quranic Arabic Corpus) is an integrated and reliable linguistic resource developed by
Kais Dukes in Leeds University. The corpus provides three levels of analysis: morphological annotation, a
syntactic treebank, and a semantic ontology. This annotated linguistic resource consists of 77430 words of
Quranic Arabic, divided into 114 documents. Each word is tagged with its part-of-speech as well as multiple
morphological features that are based on the traditional Arabic grammar. Also, it is stored as a text file and is
available for free. The corpus is written in Buckwalter Arabic transliteration (Buckwalter code) as shown in Fig.
1, which displays the first three verses of Al-Fatihah (The Opener) chapter.

Fig. 1: Sample of the Quranic Arabic Corpus in Buckwalter transliteration
There are four columns in the corpus; the LOCATION column consists of four numbers which illustrate the
chapter number in Quran, the verse number in this chapter, the word number in this verse, and the part number
in this word. The FORM column divides each word into its main parts, whereas the TAG column assigns for
each part in the previous column its part of speech (POS) tag such as noun, determinant, verb, etc. Finally, the
FEATURE column describes the morphological structure of each part in the word such as prefix, stem, suffix,
etc.

Fig. 2: Sample of the Quranic Arabic Corpus converted from Buckwalter transliteration to Arabic.
The main objective of the preprocessing step is to facilitate the understanding and hence the use of the corpus.
This was accomplished by converting the available Quranic corpus to Arabic version. We develop a conversion
method to transfer back each character from Buckwalter code to its equivalent Arabic character. These include
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Arabic alphabet and diacritics. Fig. 2 demonstrates a sample of the Quranic Arabic corpus converted to Arabic
script.
4.0 CONJUNCTIVE PATTERNS EXTRACTION
Arabic is a very challenging language due to its morphological structure and the richness of its grammatical
rules. In this work, we exploit one common grammatical rule, which is AND conjunction, to define a set of
patterns that helps in extracting co-occurred words. The patterns consist of two words, which could be nouns,
adjectives, or proper nouns, enclosing AND conjunction in between. The AND conjunctive rule states that the
two combined words must share a kind of association between each other.
There are nine conjunction tools in Arabic. However, only six of them have a conjunctive role in the holy
Quran, and have been repeated for several times [31], as shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The Arabic conjunction tools mentioned in the holy Quran
Conjunctive

Frequency

ﺛﻢ

أو

و

ﺑﻞ

الفاء

أم

THEN

OR

AND

BUT

THEN

OR

330

328

234

144

41

29

Based on a deep study of Arabic grammar [32, 33], POS tagging, and morphology features found in the Quranic
Arabic corpus, we treat only the cases where the two combined words are nouns, proper nouns, and adjectives.
Other complex cases are beyond the scope of this work because they need specific knowledge resources such as
exegesis of the holy Quran. This set is as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun: this pattern is for extracting any two nouns with AND conjunction in
between, such as: “”رعْد و ﺑَرْ ق,
َ which means thunder and lightning. Different cases of this pattern are
explained bellow:
a. Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun + Determinant ’ ’ال+ Noun: the two combined nouns are followed
by a third noun which starts with a determinant, like “ سو َل و أُولِي اﻷ َ ْم ٍر
which means messenger and those
ُ ”الر,
ﱠ
in authority among you.
b. Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun + Noun: the two combined nouns are followed by a third noun,
َ ض ﱡﻞ َس ِب
like “يﻼ
َ َ”أَ ْع َمى و أ, which means blind and will be further astray from the path.
c. Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun + Determinant ’ ’ال+ Adjective: the two combined nouns are
followed by an adjective which starts with a determinant, like “ت و ال ِذّ ْك ِر ْال َح ِكيﻢ
ِ ”اﻵيَا, which means the verses
and the wise remembrance.
d. Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun + Adjective: the two combined nouns are followed by an
adjective like “ص ٍة و َعذَاﺑا ً أَلِي ًما
” ُﻏ ﱠ, which means choking food and a painful punishment.
Adjective + "AND" Conjunction + Adjective: this rule is for extracting any two adjectives with AND
conjunction in between, such as “سعِ يد
َ ”, which means the wretched and the prosperous.
َ يو
ش ِق ﱞ
Proper Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Determinant ’ ’ال+ Proper Noun: this rule is for extracting any two
Proper nouns with AND conjunction in between, and the second one starts with a determinant, such as
“س َع
َ َ”ا ْس َما ِعي َﻞ و ْالي, which means Ishmael and Elisha.
Proper Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Proper Noun: this rule is for extracting any two Proper nouns with
AND conjunction in between, for example: “”يَأْجُوج و َمأْجُوج, which means Gog and Magog.
Proper Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Determinant ’ ’ال+ Noun: this rule extracts any Proper noun
followed by a noun which starts with a determinant, for example: “ َوح و النﱠ ِب ِيّين
ٍ ُ”ﻧ, which means Noah and the
prophets.
Noun + Pronoun + "AND" Conjunction + Noun + Pronoun: this rule extracts any two nouns combined
with AND, and the first noun ends with a Pronoun, for example: “” ِس ﱠرهُﻢ و ﻧَجْ َواهُﻢ, which means their secrets
and their private conversations.
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Moreover, we define a set of negation conjunctive patterns, where the negation letter ‘ﻻ, NOT’ is used with the
"AND" conjunction, as clarified next.
7.

Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Adjective + "AND" Conjunction + Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Adjective: this pattern finds
out any two negative adjectives combined with AND conjunction, such as “”ﻻَ َم ْقطُو َعة َو ﻻَ َم ْمنُو َعة, which
means neither limited nor forbidden.
8. Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Determinant ’ ’ال+ Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Determinant
’ ’ال+ Noun: this pattern finds out any two negative nouns combined with AND conjunction, such as “ َﻻ
ﱡ
”الظلُ َمات َو ﻻَ النﱡور,
which means neither the darknesses nor the light.
9. Adjective + "ANDَ" Conjunction + Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Adjective: this pattern finds out any two
adjectives combined with AND, where the second one is directly preceded by a negation, such as “ كَاهِن و َﻻ
” َمجْ نُون, which means not a soothsayer or a madman.
10. Noun + "AND" Conjunction + Negation ‘NOT  ’ﻻ+ Noun: this pattern finds out any two nouns combined
with AND, where the second one is directly preceded by a negation, such as “صاحِ بَة َو ﻻَ َولَدَا
َ ”, which means
not a wife or a son.

5.0 ANALYZING THE ORDER OF WORDS IN THE CONJUNCTIVE PHRASE
The holy Quran is the last heavenly books that God revealed to the Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him. It
is divided into 114 chapters called Surah, of different size, and each chapter consists of several verses named
Ayah, which in total, make 6243 verses and 77430 words [12].

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Conjunctives that are
repeated only once

Conjunctives that are
repeated many times in
one specific order

Conjunctives that are
repeated many times in
two orders

Fig. 3: The three categories of word orders and their percentages
The Quranic text is very challenging to be studied because it is the word of God. Therefore, every word in the
Quran counts a great deal and needs a solid knowledge of Arabic in general and the language of the holy Quran
in particular. We have tested this fact during the conducting of this work where we found that each word in
Quran reserves a specific position in the verse because of important reasons related to the interpretation of that
verse [34]. More accurately, a word may precede an adjacent word because of a special care, the more care you
pay for a word in Quran, the more precedence among words it has in the verse. For this reason, we face some
words which precede adjacent words in many verses whereas they follow them in others. In the case of
conjunctive phrases, we can divide the two combined words based on their position/order in the conjunctive
phrase into three main categories:



Words that occurred in a specific order in the conjunctive phrase and repeated only one time in
Quran. It occupies a high percentage of 81.47% of the total number of AND conjunctive phrases.
Words that occurred in a specific order in the conjunctive phrase and repeated many times in Quran.
It occupies a reasonable percentage of 18.62% of the total number of AND conjunctive phrases.
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Words that occurred in two different orders in the conjunctive phrase and repeated one/ many time(s)
in the holy Quran. It occupies a small percentage of 3.43% of the total number of AND conjunctive
phrases.

The three categories and their percentages are shown in Fig. 3.
5.1 Words that have occurred in one specific order in the conjunctive phrase and repeated only once in
the Quran
This set includes words that are combined together with AND conjunction and occurred together in that order
only once in the holy Quran even if they are repeated many times separately. As elements of this set, we can
find conjunctive phrases of proper nouns and nouns, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Sample of conjunctive phrases that occurred once in one specific order

TERM2
Solomon
Uzza

سلَ ْي َمان
ُ

AND
َو

َارون
ُ ه

ْآلعُ ﱠزى

َو

ﱠ
آلﻼت

ِقثﱠائ

َو

ﺑَ ْقﻞ

َو

ِ ّشﺘ َاء

َمرْ َوة

َو

صفَا
ﱠ

ﻏنَﻢ
َ

َو

َﺑقَر

ﱠ
ارق
ِ ط

َو

س َماء
َ

َﻻ ِجدَا َل

َو

ََﻻ فُسُوق

ﻏ ﱠَواص

َو

ﺑَنﱠاء

صال
َ ِف

َو

َح ْمﻞ

ِجفَان

َو

ت ﱠ َماﺛِيﻞ

َﻻ ﻧ َْو ٌم

َو

ٌِسنَة

Cucumbers
صيْف
ﱠ
Summer
al-Marwah
Sheep
Morning Star
No disputing
Diver
Weaning
Bowls
Nor sleep

TERM1

TYPE
Proper Nouns

Aaron
Proper Nouns
Lat
Proper Nouns
Green Herbs
Proper Nouns
Winter
Proper Nouns
as-Safa
Proper Nouns
Cow
Nouns
Heaven
No
disobedience

Nouns
Nouns

Builder
Nouns
Gestation
Nouns
Statues
Nouns
Drowsiness

5.2 Words that have occurred in one specific order in the conjunctive phrase and repeated many times
in Quran
There are many Arabic and Islamic studies that talk about order in Quranic co-occurred words, and explain the
reasons that make a word precedes or follows an adjacent word in the verse [35, 36]. In the case of conjunctive
phrases, we find a set of words that follow the same order many times in the Quran. This repetition could be
considered as a sign for the existence of a relationship between these words. Table 3 illustrates some elements of
this set.
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Islamic scholars indicate many reasons for words precedence. One of them is the word preference. We find this,
for example, in the phrase “”الذﱠك ََر َواﻷ ُ ْنث َﻰ, “Male AND Female”, in the verse 45 of An-Najm (The Star) chapter:

َوأَنﱠهُ َخلَقَ ﱠ
الز ْو َجي ِْن الذﱠك ََر َواﻷ ُ ْنثَﻰ
(And that He creates the two mates - the male and female -) [53:45]
The word male always precedes the word female because male exhibits some distinct features that female do not
i.e. physical capabilities that make him stronger and more capable of performing some tasks that female cannot.
Another reason is word precedence in the sense of existence such as in the phrase “ وب
ْ ِ”إ, “Isaak
َ ُسحَاقَ َويَ ْعق
AND Jacob” where the prophet Isaak was born before his brother the prophet Jacob and the prophet Ishmael
was born before his brother Isaak, as shown in the verse 84 of Al-An’am (The Cattle) chapter:

س ٰﻰ
ْ َو َو َه ْب َنا َلهُ ِإ
َ ف َو ُمو
َ س
ُ وب َويُو
َ سلَ ْي َمانَ َوأَيﱡ
ُ َاوو َد َو
َ ُسحَاقَ َويَ ْعق
ُ وب كُﻼ َه َد ْي َنا َونُو ًحا َه َد ْي َنا مِ ن قَ ْب ُل َومِ ن ذُ ِ ّريﱠتِ ِه د
ٰ
َسنِين
ِ ْجْزي ا ْل ُمح
ِ ارونَ َو َك َذ ِلكَ َن
ُ َو َه
(And We gave to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob - all [of them] We guided. And Noah, We guided before; and
among his descendants, David and Solomon and Job and Joseph and Moses and Aaron. Thus do We reward the
doers of good) [6:84]
Table 3: Sample of conjunctive phrases that occurred many times in one specific order

Frequency in Quran
The Conjunctive Phrase
'Judgment AND Knowledge'

' ' ُح ْكﻢ 'و ' ِع ْلﻢ

' East AND west'

'' َم ْش ِرق 'و ' َم ْغ ِرب

'Unseen AND the Witnessed'

' ش َهادَة
َ ' ﻏيْب 'و
َ '

'Guidance AND Mercy'

' ' ُهدًى 'و ' َرحْ َمة

' Isaac AND Jacob'

'' ِإ ْس َحاق 'و ' يَ ْعقُوب

'World AND Hereafter'

' 'دﱡ ْﻧيَا 'و ' اخِ ر

4
6

' Male AND Female '

''ذَكَر 'و ' أ ُ ْﻧثَى

' Night AND Day '

'' لَيْﻞ 'و' ﻧَ َهار

'Protector NOR Helper'

'َصير
ِ ' َولِي ' و َﻻ 'ﻧ

' Ishmael AND Isaac' '

' ِإ ْس َم ا ِعيﻞ' و ' ِإ ْس َحاق

'Forgiveness AND Reward'

' ' ﱠم ْغف َِرة ' و 'أَجْ ر

10
13
10
16
4
21
12
6
6
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Also, it appears clearly in the verse 39 of Ibrahim (Abraham) chapter:

َ حَم ُد ِ ﱠ ِ الﱠذِي َو َه َب لِي
ِسحَاقَ ِإنﱠ َر ِبّي َلسَمِ ي ُع ال ﱡدعَاء
ْ س َماعِي َل َو ِإ
ْ علَﻰ ا ْلكِ بَ ِر ِإ
ْ ا ْل
(Praise to Allah, who has granted to me in old age Ishmael and Isaac. Indeed, my Lord is the Hearer of
supplication) [14:39]
A different reason is word precedence in the sense of time such as in the phrase “ ب
ُ ”ا ْل َمش ِْرقُ َوا ْل َم ْغ ِر, “East AND
West”, where the day starts by the sunrise from east to west, as mentioned bellow in the verse 115 of AlBaqarah (The Cow) chapter:

علِي ٌم
َ س ٌع
ِ َو ِ ّ ِ ا ْل َمش ِْرقُ َوا ْل َم ْغ ِر ُب َفأ َ ْينَ َما ت َُولﱡواْ فَثَ ﱠم َوجْ هُ ّ ِ ِإ ﱠن ّ َ َوا
(And to Allah belongs the east and the west. So wherever you [might] turn, there is the Face of Allah. Indeed,
Allah is all-Encompassing and knowing) [2:115]
In addition, we find word precedence according to the development situation such as “س ْم َع َوا ْل ْبص ََر
”ال ﱠ, “Hearing
AND Vision” in the fetus where the evolution of hearing is completed before the evolution of vision which is
delayed after the birth of the fetus. The verse 78 of An-Nahl (The Bees) chapter states this clearly:

َشك ُُرون
ْ ََار َو ْاﻷ َ ْفئِ َد َة لَعَلﱠ ُك ْم ت
َ َون أ ُ ﱠمهَاتِ ُك ْم َﻻ تَ ْعلَ ُمون
ش ْيئ ًا َو َج َع َل لَ ُك ُم ال ﱠ
َ س ْم َع َو ْاﻷ َ ْبص
ِ َو ﱠ ُ أ َ ْخ َر َج ُك ْم مِ ْن بُ ُط
(And Allah has extracted you from the wombs of your mothers not knowing a thing, and He made for you
hearing and vision and intellect that perhaps you would be grateful) [16:78]
5.3 Words that have occurred in two different orders in the conjunctive phrase and repeated one/many
time(s) in the holy Quran
One main application of word co-occurrences is to extract semantic relations that may exist between them [2].
In Arabic grammar, the association relation between two words in AND conjunctive phrase word1 and word2 is
the same as the relation between word2 and word1, which is not the case in Quranic conjunctive phrases. Our
contribution in this study is to reveal and discuss the differences between the two types of association that may
exist between word1 and word2, and word2 and word1 in the Quranic conjunctive phrases from the contextual
meaning side and the association magnitude side.
There are no extra or meaningless words in the Quran; on the contrary, there exist words which have more than
one meaning based on their positions in the verse. Moreover, the order which a word follows in a verse may also
influence its interpretation. In the case of conjunctive phrases, we find a set of words that follow two different
orders one/ many time(s) in the Quran such as the examples of Table 4.
Whether a specific word precedes or follows its adjacent word is based on the context of the verse where they
occur [37]. For example, in the phrase “ ِاوات
َ ” ْاﻷَ ْر, “Earth AND Heavens”, the word 'Earth' precedes
ض َوال ﱠ
َ س َم
the word 'Heavens' because earth is created before heavens, as illustrated in the verse 4 of Taha (Ta-Ha) chapter:

ً نز
اواتِ ا ْلعُلَﻰ
يﻼ ِ ّم ﱠم ْن َخ َلقَ ْاﻷ َ ْرضَ َوال ﱠ
َ س َم
ِ َت
(A revelation from He who created the earth and highest heavens) [20:4]
However, in more than 100 verses, we find the word 'heavens' comes before 'earth' because of its huge space and
great creation. An example is the verse 77 of An-Nahl (The Bees) chapter:

َ ِ َو ِ ﱠ
دِير
َ َ ح ا ْلبَص َِر أَ ْو ه َُو أَ ْق َر ُب إِنﱠ ﱠ
َ سا
ض َو َما أَ ْم ُر ال ﱠ
ِ اواتِ َو ْاﻷ َ ْر
ْب ال ﱠ
َ س َم
ُ غي
ٌ ََيءٍ ق
ْ علَ ٰﻰ ُك ِ ّل ش
ِ ع ِة ِإ ﱠﻻ َك َل ْم
(And to Allah belongs the unseen [aspects] of the heavens and the earth. And the command for the Hour is not
but as a glance of the eye or even nearer. Indeed, Allah is over all things competent) [16:77]
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Another example of words which have occurred in two different orders is the phrase “ نس
َ اﻹ
ِ ْ “ ”ا ْل ِجنﱠ َوJinn AND
Mankind” in the verse 56 of Adh-Dhariyat (The Winnowing Winds) chapter, we found that the word 'Jinn'
precedes 'Mankind' because Jinn are created before Mankind.

ُون
َ اﻹ
ِ نس ِإ ﱠﻻ ِليَ ْعبُد
ِ ْ َو َما َخ َل ْقتُ ا ْل ِجنﱠ َو
(And I did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me) [51:56]
Moreover, in the verses where there is a kind of challenging in movement and speed, we also find Jinn before
Men because of their supernatural ability, as presented in the verse 33 of Ar-Rahman (The Beneficent) chapter:

ان
ِ اوا
ْ نس إِ ِن ا
ِ ت َو ْاﻷ َ ْر
ست َ َط ْعت ُ ْم أَن ت َنفُ ُذوا مِ ْن أَ ْق َط ِار ال ﱠ
ِ اﻹ
ُ ض فَانفُ ُذوا َﻻ تَنفُذُونَ إِ ﱠﻻ ِب
َ س َم
ِ ْ يَا َم ْعش ََر ا ْل ِج ِّن َو
ٍ س ْل َط
(O company of jinn and mankind, if you are able to pass beyond the regions of the heavens and the earth, then
pass. You will not pass except by authority [from Allah]) [55:33]
Table 4: Sample of conjunctive phrases that occurred one/ many time(s) in Quran in two orders

The Conjunctive Phrase

Frequency

(PMI) Method

Word Sketch
Difference Function

'Heavens
AND Earth'

' س َماء ' و'أَرْ ض
َ '

2

1.1827

5.4

' Earth AND
Heavens '

' س َماء
َ ' 'أَرْ ض ' و

148

5.0673

10.2

' Thamud
AND ‘Ad '

' عاد
َ ' 'ﺛ َ ُمود ' و

5

7.8071

9.0

' ‘Ad AND
Thamud'

' عاد ' و 'ﺛَ ُمود
َ '

1

5.9997

6.7

' Warner AND
'Bearer of
glad tidings '

' 'ﻧَذِير ' و 'ﺑَشِ ير

5

8.1641

10.0

'Bearer of
glad tidings
AND Warner'

' 'ﺑَشِ ير ' و 'ﻧَذِير

2

7.1641

9.8

'Jinn AND
Mankind'

' 'جنّ ' و 'إِﻧس
ِ

3

7.5626

9.1

'Mankind
AND Jinn'

' 'ج ّن
ِ ' ِإﻧس ' و

9

9.2996

10.8

'Harm NOR
Benefit'

َ 'ضر
' وﻻ 'ﻧَ ْفع
َ '

3

9.4106

9.9

'Benefit NOR
Harm'

َ '' ﻧَ ْفع
' ضر
َ ' وﻻ

4

10.1476

10.4

𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) = log

( , )
( ) ( )

(1)
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However, in some verses, such as the verse 88 of Al-Israa (The Night Journey) chapter, God asked Men before
Jinn to create Quran because it is a challenge for them first and foremost:

ٰ
ُ آن َﻻ َيأْت ُونَ بِمِ ثْ ِل ِه َو َل ْو كَانَ بَ ْع
يرا
َ نس َوا ْل ِجنﱡ
ِ قُل لﱠئ ِِن ا ْجتَ َم َع
ٍ ض ُه ْم ِلبَ ْع
ً ض َظ ِه
ُ اﻹ
ِْ ت
ِ علَ ٰﻰ أَن يَأْت ُوا بِمِ ثْ ِل َه َذا ا ْلقُ ْر
(Say, "If mankind and the jinn gathered in order to produce the like of this Qur'an, they could not produce the
like of it, even if they were to each other assistants.") [17:88]
On the other side, in order to find the difference in the association values between the two words in the
conjunctive phrase, we apply Pointwise Mutual Information method (PMI) to measure how much information
one word can give about the other one which occurs with it [38]. This method is derived from information
theory and widely proposed to find semantic relations between either adjacent words that occur together
frequently or trigger pairs, which are long distance word pairs.

Fig. 4: Word Sketch differences entry form for the phrase “Thamud AND ‘Ad”

Where p(x, y) is the probability that the two words x and y occur together in the same verse, p(x) is the
probability that word x occurs alone in that verse, and the same for p(y).
From Table 4, we can notice the difference in the association values between the two combined words with a
different order in the conjunctive phrase. The phrase ““ ” َﺑ ِشير و ﻧَذِيرBearer of glad tidings AND Warner” has an
association value of 7.1641 whereas the phrase ““ ”ﻧَذِير و ﺑَشِيرWarner AND Bearer of glad tidings” has 8.1641.
High PMI value indicates a high degree of association relationship between the words and vice versa. Moreover,
high frequent pairs of words have high association values compared to those with low frequency.
In addition, to validate the first approach, we use another method which is the word sketch difference function
available in the Sketch Engine tool [39]. This function is used to compare any two words in their lemma form by
displaying those patterns and combinations that the two words have shared in common or differentiated by.
Besides that, there are four numbers next to each pattern; the first two show the frequency of co-occurrence with
11
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the first and the second word, whereas the last two show the salience scores for the pattern with both words (the
Word Sketch Difference help).

Fig. 5: The association score and frequency of the phrase “Thamud AND ‘Ad”

Fig. 6: Word Sketch differences entry form for the phrase “‘Ad AND Thamud”
As an example, we compare the two phrases “عاد
َ “ ”ﺛ َ ُمود وThamud AND ‘Ad” and “عاد و ﺛ َ ُمود
َ ” “‘Ad AND
Thamud” using Word Sketch Differences as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of the word order in the conjunctive phrase on the association score. It is clear that
the word ' 'ﺛمودcomes to the right of the word ' 'عادin this form only once in the holy Quran with an association
value of 6.7. However, when the same word ' 'ﺛمودcomes to the left of the same word ''عاد, the association value
increases to 9.0 with a frequency of 5, as depicted in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7: The association score and frequency of the phrase “‘Ad AND Thamud”
6.0 CONCLUSION
In this work, we have performed an analytical study on the Arabic conjunctive phrases, namely AND
conjunction, extracted from the Quranic Arabic corpus. This research is very useful for religious scholars,
scientist, and linguists because it shows the linguistic miracle of the holy Quran based on scientific evidence.
We have analyzed the order of the two words that form the conjunctive phrase and its effect on the contextual
meaning of the Quranic verse, where they have occurred and the association relationship between them. We
have reported three different cases: words that have occurred in a specific order in the conjunctive phrase and
repeated only once in the Quran, words that have occurred in a specific order in the conjunctive phrase and
repeated many times in the Quran, and words that have occurred in two different orders in the conjunctive
phrase and repeated one/many time(s) in the holy Quran. In the future, we plan to explore a wider range of
Quranic co-occurred words and test different association measurements.
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